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C ou ld Do E v e r y t h in g

But

R ead N ew s

p a p e rs.
“ It was in the autumn of 1870, the year
the B. and P. Railroad survey was made
from Foxeroft to Moosehead Lake, that
the great eel was captured in the town of
Shirley,” said a civil engineer, “ I was
there with my party engaged in the sur
vey, and we helped eat the eel. W e were
staying at D o rity’s tavern at Shirley
Cornel’s, and had come to the house that
day at noon to dinner. When we got
there the eel was hanging from a beam in
the shed and Dority and another man
were busy skinning it, while a crowd had
gathered to watch the operation and mar
vel at the size of the fish.
‘ •The eel, measured by our levelling rod,
was four feet, eight inches long; its weight
was eight and a half pounds. N o one
present had ever seen an eel approaching
this one in size, and there is no recorded
instance of so large a fresh-water eel, hav
ing been taken in Maine. The capture of
this eel, and the proving of its dimensions
by actual measurements, redeemed the
reputation for temperance and the veracity
of several citizens of Shirley and the ad
joining towns who had been wrongfully
suspected of untruth in stories they had
told of encounters, at one time or another
with the monster.
“ Passing over, as not definitely proved,
the loss of much fishing tackle, subse
quently laid to the account of this eel,
its first certain appearance was during
the last year of the civil war. A family
residing near the Piscataquis river, in
Blanchard, below Shirley, were in the
habit of getting the water for household
uses from a spring near the river bank.
To make a sufficient reservoir, the spring
had been dug out and a half-barrel set
in it. from which the overflow ran off in
a little rivulet into the river. A young
woman going with a pail to the spring
one morning was frightened alm ost out
of her wits by the sight of the big eel
coiled in the barrel, making itself very
much at home, having go t there from
the river by way of the rivulet. She
dropped the pail and screamed, which
brought the men of the house to her res
cue.
•‘Iu trying to kill or capture the mon
ster one of the men, with a crotehed pole,
succeeded in yanking it out of the barrel
upon the ground; but the creature at once
started for the river, as if an overland
trip was the mo$t natural thing in the
world for it to undertake. In striking at
it, the man broke his pole, and then, not
to lose the game, grabbed at the eel with
his hands, but dropped it with a yell as
the eel. turning, writhed like a boa con
strictor round his arm and then his neck.
The man ran for the house, and the eel
made its way to the river.
“ A fter that episode accounts of the big
eel’ s doings began to circulate in the even
ing and rainy-day gatherings at the stores
of the upper Piscataquis valley.
The
stories at first were of missing hooks and
sinkers all laid to the charge of the eel,
and John Peckham, a blacksmith, of
Blanchard, hammered out on his anvil a
giant hook expressly for catching this
particular fish. W ith a suitable lino a t
tached to a long spruce pole he went eeling
higlit after night, fishing from the shore by
#< fire until at last lie actually hooked the
dig fellow.
B u t the creature tw isting

itself among the roots and rocks at the
bottom , refused to let itself be brought to
the surface.
“ So Peckham g o t into a canoe and paddied out directly over it to pull the crea
ture up, hand over hand. He succeeded
in bringing it up from the bottom , and as
he lifted it over the side of the canoe the
people on shore yelled for him to drop it,
for the size of the eel frightened them and
it seemed as if it would never stop coming
out of the w ater. This was only the be
ginning of trouble, for the eel struggled so
fiercely that, in trying to master it, Peck
ham upset the canoe, and a coil of the line
catching about his ankle, he would have
been dragged under the w ater by the eel
and drowned had he not, by good luck,
got hold of the tip of his fishing pole, by
means of which he was drawn ashore. In
the scuffle the eel g o t clear off the hook,
and that was the last of fishing for him in
that township.
“ The eel was next seen by some boys
who, w ith a bait of angle-worms, were
trying to tempt the palate of a foot-long
trout lying in plain view in a clear pool
of the river. Becoming frightened, the
trout, darting for the shelter of a recess
in the overhanging bank, was met by the
open jaw s and a foot of the body of the
big eel suddenly thrust forth from ambush.
Seized by the head, the trout was drawn
in a twinkling under the bank, and th^
boys, deciding that they had had enough
of fishing in that pool, went home to tell
the story w hat they had seen. The same
season Eli Bodfish saw the big eel having
a great tussle with a large trout— a tw opounder, he thought— but in a shallow,
gravelly part of the river with boulders
and bars rising above the w ater in plenty.
The eel was following the trout up, trying
to drive it ashore, while the trou t’ s aim
was to get to deeper water.
“ In the shoal water, where there was
little running room, the eel had ail the
advantage, and it manoeuvred so well
that the trout, in trying to avoid it in
darting past, flopped high and dry upon
a gravel bar. The eel went ashore after
the fish as readily as a retriever would
go for a fallen bird, but for once the old
fellow go t balked of his prey. Just as it
had set its teeth in the struggling trout
Bodfish saw a shadow skim along the
gravel towards them as a fish-liawk, that
he had not noticed before in watching the
scene in the w ater, came straight down
from overhead, falling like a plummet upon
he trout, and instantly rising with the
fish in his talons. The eel hung on to the
trout with its teeth until it had been lifted
half its length from the gravel, and then,
for a full minute, it was an even choice
whether the eel or the hawk would get the
fish. The hawk screamed and flapped his
wings,
while
the eel, with a turn
of his
tail
round a boulder sagged
back with
all
its
weight.
Then
the eel’s teeth tore loose from the trout,
and the hawk sailed aw ay from his prize.
“ B y the river near Shirley M ills there is
a large swale, as level, open, grassy
swamps are called in Maine. For several
seasons John Randolph in hunting deer or
or ducks in this swale had noticed peculiar
trails that it puzzled him to account for.
Shallow furrows
zigzagged over
the
ground, which suggested snake tracks.
Only there were no snakes in Maine half
large enough to make such tracks as
Randolph saw . One morning he found
out the secret while stalking a caribou ou
the swale. Seeing a movement of the high

grass, wet with heavy dew, he turned
aside to see w hat was causing it, and al
most stepped on the big eel working its
w ay along with a frog in its mouth, which
it seemed to have just seized. N o club or
stone could be found with which to kill the
creature, and Randolph could not shoot it
without alarming the caribou by the re
port of the gun. So he had to let it go its
way.
“ These events, and various similar ones
concerning the same eel, took place be
tween the years 1864 and 1870, and they
all occurred, with the last-named excep
tion, in the stretch of the Piscataquis
river between Shirley and Blanchard vil
lages.
The road between these places
runs along the face of a long and very
high and steep slope leading up from the
river. To the east of the road and above
it is D outy pond, whose outlet, Gully
brook, crosses the road on its w ay to the
river. In the autumn of 1870, a peddler
by the name of Curtis, travelling from
Blanchard to Shirley, saw the big eel
making its way up the brook, evidently
bound for winter quarters in D ou ty pond.
The bed of the brook w as nearly dry, so
that the eel’ s hack was above water most
of the time, but it was working along
without apparent inconvenience,
and
making good time. A lighting from his
wagon, Curtis killed the eel w ith a stone
and brought it with him to D o rity’ s ta v 
ern, where I la w and measured it.—

Blanchard, Me., Cor. in the New York Sun.
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T h e R a n g e le y R eg ion I n fe s t e d by
C h a r a c t e r in E a r ly ’ 4 0 ’ s

Hard

Far back in the ’40’ s and before the axe
had made much progress into the great
timber lands of Maine, hunting and trap
ping was a lucrative calling for those who
cared to exile themselves from civilization.
A winter’ s work would net all the way
from $500 to $800. Game of all kinds was
very plenty, and those who cared to min
gle w ith the wild beasts and run the
chances of being devoured, shelter and all,
would be assured of a good season’ s work.
B ut the dangers of being eaten by wild
beasts were not all that laid in the path
of the trapper 50 years ago. To be sure,
the Indians were plentiful, but they had a
peaceful nature and the trapper and red
skin would lay side by side, under the
same shelter, and dream of brighter hunt
ing grounds “ beyond the swelling flood.”
The terror of w hat is now known as the
Rangeley region w as in the form of a man
by the name of David Robbins, about 40
years of age, w ith the build of a Hercules,
and in all a powerful man. Robbins was
a trapper himself, but if he couldn’ t get
enough furs that w ay he would steal them,
and if he couldn’ t steal them without com
mitting murder he would do it. His hand
was never known to flinch in the act of
committing a crime of that nature and
many are the tales that arc told of his
desperate and cruel deeds.
A man by the name of Hinds, and his
son, of about 15 years of age, were trap
ping over on w hat is known as the Cup
suptic region. Their home was iu Liveymore, but as the winters came around it
would find them w atching traps for the
purpose o f securing skins a-nd turning
them into cash.
□ The spring's work was nearly done. The
deepening shadows, cast by the setting of
our A pril sun, were lingering in the lap of
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tw ilight. Hinds had made all prepara
tions to return home. He knew of the
character of Robbins and had been cau
tioned to be on bis guard.
And as Hinds was clearing aw ay the re
fuse of w hat proved to be his last meal, he
glanced out of his cabin window. W h a t
led him to do this he could not tell, unless
it was the reflection of a passing shadow
on the wall. He went to the door, glanced
out but could see nothing. He could hear
the cracking of the brush and thinking it
was some wild animal, the occurrence
passed from his mind and he resumed his
evening’ s work of cleai’lng up the cabin,
putting his traps aw ay and getting ready
to start on his journey homeward the fo l
low ing morning. He retired, but he never
saw the rising of another sun. His boy
went to the stream in the morning for a
pail of w ater and while there, Robbins
went into the cabin and drove an axe into
the bead of Hinds. Robbins ran down to
stream and the son, while in the act of
dipping up a pail of water, received the
same fate and tottled over into the ever
silent stream. Robbins secured the sea
son’ s catch of furs and departed from the
scene of the double murder.
Several years after while a party were
in the location of the Hind’s camp, a pile
of birch bark was found and underneath of
which w as discovered a )eundle of clothes,
which were afterwards identified as those
belonging to the ill-fated Hinds. A button
and a piece of the coat are in existence
now.
Robbins not only stole from the white
men but gave the Indians much trouble
and they feared him as they did the evil
spirit. He was pursued for a long time,
but no one seemed to w ont to risk being
shot down for the sake of a little notoriety
It is said .that Robbins s to le n child and
his intentions were to kill it and cut it up
for sable bate, but he met a party of
Indians and sold it to them for a small
affair, and thus his would-be fiendish act
was nipped in the hud.
The early settlers fought shy of this
desperate man, who would steal pre
visions or most anything else that he
could lay his hands on to.
One day he was going up Cupsuptic
stream and coming to the falls, he carried
his canoe round and on coming hack for
his baggage he was met by a sheriff from
Farmington who arrested him then and
there.
Several stories are told of his end, either
one of which would fall far short of his
just deserts. It is said that the Indians
captured him, tied him to a tree, filled
him w ith pine knots and set fire to him and
aw ay he went up in a cloud of smoke. A n 
other story is th a t he was hung in Cana
da. Before the execution took place, on
being asked if he had anything to say, he
replied, “ I would die happy if I could put *
a bullet through that Farmington sheriff’ s
head.”
The trap was sprung, and the
soul of one of the wickedest of men de
parted to its unknown goul.

Secretary D. H. K now lton, of Farm ington, from the S ta te Pom ological society,
has received notice of liis appointment as
a member of the board of judges at the In
ternational Exposition in H am burg, G er
many, which opens in M a y and continues
till November next. M r. K n ow lton ’ s com
mission names him judge in the horticul
tural division. This is an honor w orthily
bestowed .— Chronicle.
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RANG HI J-:V LAKi
JACKSON a ND LEE.

S TO R IES OF TW O OF T H E CO NFED
E R A C Y ’S G R EA T GENERALS.
The First Tear of the War Jackson Was
Called "Crazy,” but That Opinion Did
Not Last—Lee’s Darky Cook and His
Flapjacks Saved the Union at Gettysburg.
Strange, is it not, that Jackson, like
Sherman, should have been considered
“ orazy” the first year of the war? Indeed,
before the war so eccentric was he that he
was called “ Crazy Jack” at the Virginia
M ilitary institute. Nobody seemed to u n 
derstand him. B u t so it has ever been
and ever w ill be— when we ordinary m or
tals can’t comprehend a genius we get
even with him by calling him crazy.
I remember well how uneasy some of the
Confederate generals were when placed
under Jackson’s command in early 1862.
iDwell didn’t like it and Dick Taylor
didn’ t like it. They were afraid Jackson
would lead them into some awful scrape
or other. A n d when Ewell, with his divi
sion, was lying near Gordonsville in late
A pril, 1862, but subject to Jackson’s or
ders, Ewell and Taylor were very anxious
to get from under him — either to go down
to Joe Johnston at Yorktow n, or to have
some general sent to the valley who would
rank with Jackson. So, at Taylor’s in 
stance, he was sent to Richmond hy Ewell
to see Mr. Davis, his brother-in-law, and
M r. Benjam in, then secretary of state, hut
recently secretary of war, about getting
away from Jackson. B u t while Taylor
was gone Jackson ordered Ewell to “ come
^ -ru n n in g ” to the valley! The camp he
had left in the m orning at Swift River
Gap, on the northwest side of the Blue
Bidge, Ewell occupied that night. Jackson was gene, he knew not where. The
valley campaign had opened. He was m ak
ing his strategic detour back southwest
over the Blue Ridge toward Charlottes
ville, hence west by rail past Staunton
to Buffalo Gap and thence northward by
long marches to McDowell, where he
struck Milroy. B u t there we were for a
few days at Sw ift Run Gap without hear
ing a thing of Jackson. General Ewell
may have known where he was, but I
doubt it.
Meanwhile Taylor returned from R ich
mond to the old camp near Gordonsville
to find that Ewell had gone to Jackson in
the valley. Taylor was thunderstruck.
One of his commands happened to be a lit 
tle way out from camp on the road toward
Gordonsville, when Taylor came rattling
down the mountain side in his ambulance.
He asked me what meant General E w ell’s
being ordered to the valley. I told him I
did not know. He then asked me where
General Jackson was. I again had to con
fess my ignorance and could only say that
he had broken camp on a certain morning,
going with his own division southwest, no
one seemed to know where, and that Gen
eral Ewell occupied his camp that night
and had been there ever since.
“ W e ll,” said Taylor, “ this is strange.
Nobody at Richmond knows anything
about it. B u t ,” he added, “ there is one
consolation.
We w on ’t be under this
d-------d old crazy fool longer. General
Longstreet is coming up here to take com
m a n d .”
It was too late, however, to change com
manders. Jackson was then fighting M il
roy far to the west of us. He probably
never knew how near he came to missing
his great fame in the valley, and that in
that campaign he not only defeated four
Federal commanders, but “ outflanked”
tw o of his own best generals and the
“ folks” back at Richmond.
» Jackson disturbed his immediate subor
dinates by never telling them his plans or
consulting them. They had simply to fol
low him blindly. H e never explained any
proposed campaign to a subordinate or
called a council of war or asked advice.
Soon after Ewell joined him in the valley
I remember riding with General Taylor
and coming upon General Ewell. Taylor
asked him what the movement meant. In
his curt, half abstracted way Ewell re
plied: “ I don’t know. If General Jackson
were shot down, I w ouldn’t know a thing
of his plans.” “ W h a t!” said Taylor. “ Y ou
second in command and don’t know? I f I
were second in command, I would k n ow .”
“ Y o u would, would you?” smiled Ewell
in his odd way, holding his head to one
side like a sap sucker peeping around a
tree. “ No, you w ouldn't know any more

than I do now.
Y ou don’t yet know the
man. ” But Ewell and Taylor found their
“ crazy,” reticent commander to have more
Once Used
War sense than all of them put together.
So they over pinned their faith to him, ad
Always Used 1
mired him and loved him.
Our great General Lee was tbe victim of
an indigestion, and it cost the south dear.
Caveats, and Trade-Marks ofeioised m i aQ
It lost us the battle of Gettysburg. The
•ol ba»lnesaconducted fer M a s a a jv s Faze.
battle of Gettysburg is a singular excep
ISOPPCSSIT* U. O. P«Vta|T*rfi«i
patent in kfis IMM OM (MM
tion to General Lee’s battles. It wasn’t
Washington.
]
As iood
General Lee who fought it. It shouldn’t
Send model, drawing or pitoto., vith
count against him. H is usual skill is
tion. We advise, if patentable or »*t, free mi
as t ie Brat.
charge. Our fea not das till palest k Becored.
wanting at Gettysburg. There m ust be a
A Paaphlkt. “
Obuia Pateatt,” with
cause for it. He was sick, and not in pos
cost cf same in the V . S. aad foreign eoeautae
session of bis usual equanimity and fine
sent free. Address,
mental powers. Those near him at the
tim e tell us this, and from some of them
The Best Treatment for the Faoe is
O ff-, p :.TENT O ffice, W«aMlM«T*<E. B. «3. f
the story of how it came about has leaked
out.
General Lee was very fond of old V ir 
ginia flapjacks— wondrous cakes of African
invention— thin as a wafer and big nearly
A 6 oz. Bottle for 50 Cents.
as a cart wheel, and when made of new
flour and served hot, with fresh butter
This Lotion will positively cure all facial
blemishes.
and maple molasses and folded and folded,
layers thick, are a feast for the gods. B ut
General Lee, the best and tenderest of men
as well as the greatest, hadn’t it in his
heart to fare well— much as his ample
means would have allowed— when his men
were suffering for food, and if one wanted
a poor dinner he had only to drop in on
Of every description, rendering the skin soft
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
General Lee at that hour.
He lived but
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
and the complexion clear.
probably patentable. Communications strictly
little better than his men.
This greatly
confidential. Oldest agency for securing patents
Has no equal for
disturbed his darky cook, and when the
In America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
army advanced into Pennsylvania, flowing
special notice iu the
tvith milk and honey and other good things
1 1. 1 Lie, ho said, “ Well, I ’zo gwine to git
beautifully illustrated, largest, circulation of
something good for Marse Robert for once,
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.C0 a year;
if he never gits none no m o’. ”
So, skir
*1.50 six months. Specimen copies and H a n d
Bo o r ON PATENTS sent free. Address
mishing around, he got up the necessary
MUNN & CO.,
ingredients for the general’s favorite cake.
And kindred troubles, checking irritation at
3 6 1 B road w ay, ’• / Y o r k .
The darky, in his pride as chef and zeal
once and soon effecting a permanent cure.
ous love for his master, outdid himself on
that 30th of June.
The cakes were too
tempting. The general ate too plentifully,
was sick accordingly, and Gettysburg was
lost. The nigger and the flapjacks saved
the U nion! Some time ago it was the
“ craze” to find a national flower. Why
I I X I B 5 - ' U .A . 1 3 1 ^ TC
Yield easily after a few applications of this
not have a national cake? I suggest that
lotion.
at Thanskgiving the flapjack have equal They only Direct and All K ail Route to the
honor with tho pumpkin pie!— New Or
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River Region
leans Times-Democrat.

Sandpaper
Will Make
A Board Smooth,
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But It Is’nt
Quite the Thing
Fora Man’s.Face
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Ellis' Lotion

Blackheads,
Pimples,
or Blotches

SCIENTIFIC

olCAN,

Phillips & Rangeley R. R.
M onday, Nov. 2, 1 8 9 6 .

Agreeable.
Dollie— I took off my hat at the theater
last night.
Dora— Y ou don’t mean it?
“ Yes, I d o .”
“ Whatever possessed you?”
“ What was the use of keeping it on? I
was in the very back seat?” — Yonkers
Statesman.
Stanton’s P overty.

Mr. Stanton, soon after he left John
son’s cabinet, wrote somewhat in these
terms to the Hon. J. K. Muirhead, who
was for many years member of congress
from the Pittsburg district:
D e a r G e n e r a l —I am in need of money,
even for marketing. I could get all I want, if
I would let my poverty be known, by a public
subscription But you know I would not think
of permitting such a thing I want to borrow
$3,000. My security, you know, is sufficient in
the coal lands we own together.
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P. M.
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Phillllps .............. de.
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this Testimonial:

P h i l l i p s , Me.. April 25. 1890.
Mr. N a t t E l l i s ,
Rangeley, Me.,
D ear S i r :—I have used Ellis’ Lotion in a
case of Barber's itch and think it the best of
anything I ever used for the purpose. I per
sonally know of its giving excellent satisfac
tion in cases of sunburn, hives and pimples,
Yours truly,
E. B. C u r r i e r , m . D.

7.50
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9 .2 0
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1.10
1.20
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Rangeley,

Sandy River Railroad,
.2.28

8.10
8.40

W E 8 T O N LEW IS,
President.

For further particulars or circulars address.

ELLIS ,

S o le Ftflanufacturer,

T I M E -T A B L E

Wife— W hy aro you always complaining
about that $10 you paid the minister for
marrying us?
Husband— Because I was swindled.—
Detroit Free Press.

Read

N A TT

General Muirhead told me this soon aft
er receiving Stanton’s letter. He was m y
kinsman and most intimate friend, and
he was aware of my friendship for many
years for Mr Stanton
My first acquaint Fletcher Pope,
F. E. T im b e r l a k e
ance with tho great lawyer was made in
Gen. Mgr.
G.P. & T . A.
1850 in Philadelphia, where he was argu
G ko . P h il l ip s , Supt.
ing before the supreme court, I believe,
what was known as the Wheeling bridge
case. 1 know he was in great poverty
when he ceased to be secretary of war, and
that ho borrowed this money, and it was
paid back afterward. James L. Claghorn
and the Union league of Philadelphia soon
after Mr. Stanton’ s death raised a fund of
$100,000 for his family. I was a subscriber
M O N D A Y , O ct 5 , 1 8 9 6 .
to the fund. A t that time I lived in W il
Train T. Train I . ¥raln 5.
liamsport, Pa.
Henry Dundas, when sec
NORTH.
retary of war under W illiam Pitt, and
A . M.
P. M.
F. M.
tvhile England was putting forth every
man and dollar to break the power of N a Farmington.
lv.
9.30
4.36
poleon Bonaparte, took a bribe of £ 10 0 ,- Strong,
1.40
lv. 10.15
6.16
ar.
10.45
2.10
6.39
000. Our great secretary, if he had de Phillips,
sired, had the opportunity to acquire
Train 2. Y'min i . train 0.
wealth beyond the greed of avarice. B ut
SO U T H .
he died in absolute poverty. We should all
A. M.
A. M.
P. M.
be proud of his memory.— J. B. M. in New
7.46
lv.
Phillips,
York Sun.
1.16

Poor Investment.

D eligh tfu lly Sooth in g a fter
Shave.

Lots of Others Just as Good.
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Chapped Hands
Dandruff
and Scalp Diseases

A P h y s i c i a n ’s R e c o m m e n d a t i o n .

4.20
4.40
5.00
5.20

E S T .

Strong,
Farmington,

Eczema,
Hives
and Itching Piles

e.

10.1

11.0

-
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Maine.

RIPA-N-S
IL,

w
M The modern standu ard Family Mediu
cine : Cures the
u common every-day
>
c ills of humanity.
moot M K * .
u
z
o
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1 .4 0
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F. N .B E A L ,
Sup’t.

NEATLY EXECUTED.
A t T h is O F F I C E .

RANGELEY LAKES
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Cosy Corner.
M r s . H a r r y P . D ill, E d i t r e s s .

in jijn j'ijijiJ iJ 'ir m jT r
New E very M orn in g.
Every day is a fresh beginning,
Every morn is a world made new,
You who are weary of sorrow and sinning,
Here is a beautiful hope for you.
A ll the past things are past and over,
The tasks are done ancl the tears are shed.
Yesterday's error let yesterday cover;
Y esterday’s wounds which smarted and hied,
Are healed with the healing which night has
shed.
Yesterday now is a part of forever,
Bound up in a sheaf which God holds tight.
W ith glad days and sad days, and bad days
which never
Shall visit us more with their bloom and their
blight.
Their fullness of sunshine or sorrowful night.
Let them go, since we cannot recall them,
Cannot undo and cannot atone,
God in his mercy receive, forgive them!
Only the new days are our own,
To-day is ours, and to-day alone.

—By Susan Coolidge. .
E a s te r L e sso n s-

Another Easter, with its message of
hope, is at hand. More than one quarter
of the new year, on whose first fair page
were recorded so many good resolves, has
passed into history, and alas! there has
been time enough to convince many of us
that it is far easier to make than to keep
these same resolutions.
W e find ourselves asking if we have ad
vanced at all, and Easter comes with an
answer to this and many other questions.
The wonderful resurrection visible all
around us should bring courage.
Under
the weight of ice and snow has been w ait
ing a wealth of vegetation, from tiny
plants that a baby’ s fingers would crush,'
to those of stately grow th. They arc not
dead but sic. ping. and so with our dis
courager.! ents; they seem to overlay the
good that we would do, but as surety as
the sleeping earth revives under the sun’ s
warm rays, so will every impulse toward
the right bear goodly fruit some day.
Hope is the watchword of Easter. Hope
that some day we may he to those we love
and to a .wider circle outside, all that wo
would most desire to be; perhaps in an
other and better, though not fairer world
than tills.
*HoW strangely our views of the here
after differ. T o many a careworn soul,
heaven is a place of rest and to think of
it as requiring any exertion on their part
would rob it of its bliss. Others, who are
born with a love of work, would like to
think that personal duties will be required
t-f them for idleness would r can unhappi
ness; and tbe prospect of a never ending
Sabbath,
"w h ere- congregations ne’ er
breakup” would have no charms for them.
Those whose activity is mental, hope that
heaven is a place where they may pursue
with unwearied vigor the studies in which
they were absorbed on earth.
And still another and by far the larger
class think of the world beyond as we
think of the homo at a journey’ s end; a
joyful meeth
with those who have long
walked in "sw e e t fields'beyond the swell
ing flood.” and whose welcome would alone
make a heaven for waiting hearts.
And why should we not think of a bet
ter world as fulfilling the unsatisfied long
ings of this, since "e y e hath not seen, nor
ear heard” neither has one returned to
tell us w hat it shall be, and tb e/W isest
man can only conjecture.
W e know so little of w hat others have
been deprived of, but God knows, and I
like to think that just as earthly parents
enjoy giving good gifts to their children
our Heavenly Father has in store for each
one of us our heart’ s desire.

3
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A s each Easter rolls round it brings
nearer that Christian union for which we
are ail hoping.
Said a reverend and
venerable doctor recently, who had seen
his own church grow from one of the
straitest into cne of the most liberal, " I
am glad that we are no longer expected to
dogmatize upon the awful subject of future
punishment.” W e feel like saying amen
to that, for if the precious time which has
been wasted in preaching this doctrine
had been spent in the service of the M aster
llOW much better would the world be to 
day.
W e have been apt to forget in upholding
each our favorite form of doctrine that
He, whose glorious resurrection we are
now celebrating, is the founder of every
Christian church.
,;The church’s one foundation
Is Jesus Christ her Lord.”
we sing in unison, and then go out and
forget that ail mankind are brethren.
B u t the dearest hope of Easter must
ever be the 6ne that the world has cherish
ed for nineteen centuries, that death does
not end all, but is only the entrance into
another life which will set right all the
mistakes of this.
Until we have lost those very dear to
us, the words of scripture are as if we
read some interesting story of a distant
land, which some day far in the future we
1shall visit.
But soon one leaves us in
whose welfare we are deeply concerned,
and then as we should follow the wander
ings of a friend in a foreign country,
gathering up every item concerning it, so
we turn to the Bible and a new light
seems to illumine its pages. Each sorrow 
ing heart finds its own word of comfort,
but there are special passages that bring
relief to all. Am ong them is this, “ In my
Father’ s house are many mansions,” and
then as a loving father might pause to
think if the assurance could be made
stronger, and as if foreseeing that through
all time there would be those of little
faith,
the
Savior
adds with tender
thoughtfulness, “ If it were not so I would
have told y o u .”
Could one ask for more, and still it is
given, the star of hope that has shone
through all the ages, and which shall still
shine on till the dawning of the last E as
ter morn, “ I go to prepare a place for
you. And if I go to prepare a place for
you, I will come again, and will receive
you unto myself that where I am there ye
may be a lso .”

of flour with as much suavity as though
the order was a large one. Flour is al
ways sold by the ounce, as no baking is
done in the house, and flour is only needed
for thickening sauces, etc.
“ It is a fallacy to suppose that the
French season their food highly. Herbs
and vegetables are their principle season
ings, and these they use generously. They
are, however, delicate in texture and flav
or, owing to the age of the soil in which
they are cultivated.”
The reason as explained by Miss Parloa
why people say they can live so cheaply in
Paris is because they live so differently
from the w ay they have been accustomed
to here. Breakfast is simplicity itself: A
cup of coffee or chocolate, without cream,
and a slice of bread or a roll if inclined to
extravagance. Table manners are not al
w ays refined, hut all people eat slow ly,
and keep up a general conversation of a
light, bright kind, which helps digestion.
A s a people they are temperate in food
and drink.

“ I do not believe that it is ignorance
so much that leads the country house
wife to provide her table with so many
things tending to indigestion,” says Miss
Parloa, “ I have made a study of tbe m at
ter, and believe that the condition and
traditions of the country are to blame in
the matter. F ar aw ay from the shops
and the markets, obliged to do nearly
everything for herself w ith little or no
help, she feels forced to keep her closets
filled up with cakes and pies and dough
nuts, which keep well and are alw ays
ready.”
The new sleeve is both comfortable and
becoming, a combination somewhat unus
ual in the decrees of Dame Fashion. F or
evening wear, sleeves have the effect of
wings, the short and closely fitting sleeve
reaching to the elbow, w ith a short puff
arranged at the back instead of all around
in the usual manner.

“ W illia m ,” said the teacher, “ can you
tell me anything about the shape of the
earth?”
WHY LILY OF THE VALLEY FAILS.
“ Only w hat my father found out in the
One of the m ost frequent causes of fail
newspaper.”
ure with lily of the valley is that the roots
“ W h a t is th a t?”
are too crowded. The remedy is to thin
“ He says i t ’ s in mighty had shape just
them out by digging out clumps here and
at present .” —Washington Star.
there where the roots stand thickest, and
manure the bare spots. A nother cause of
“ N ow , Johnny, w hat is the meaning of
failure is that tho roots have been planted the word ‘hypocrisy’ ?” asked a Texas
too deep. The crowns should be level with Sunday-school teacher of her favorite
the surface of the ground or but very lit pupil Johnny Chaffie.
“ I can’ t explain
tle below it. It thrives best in a shady w hat it is, but I know just the sam e.”
location.

*

The evolution of the delicious puffy
souffle potatoes which are such a feature
in French restaurants, when served with
beefsteak, is not a difficult m atter if
directions are accurately followed. This
is w hat M iss P arloa says: W hile the
French cook uses for this purpose the
small yellow Holland potatoes, any meaty
kind will produce equally good results.
The potatoes must alw ays be sliced length
wise— else they would not puff— and cut
a little thicker than S aratoga potatoes
in order to make tw o crusts. If they
stand in cold w ater awhile, so much the
better. W hen ready to use, drain and
wipe dry. Use tw o kettles of fat in the
frying— one smoking hot, ’ the other at
even a little higher temperature. Drop a
few at a time in tlie first kettle. W hen
half done, skin out and dra'n for three or
four minutes in oven or on back of range,
where they will keep warm. Then drop in
the second kettle, when they will immedl’
The follow ing is an abstract of a lecture
ately puff up, and cook until well brown
delivered .by M iss P arloa befoi’e the Young
ed.
W om en’ s Christian association at New
Y ork city: Under her showing, the ele
A woman is first of all a human being*
gant economies practiced by the French and no human being who is expected to
housewife— who from tradition and train take a human being’ s place in the world
ing is alm ost unconsciously carefull and and do a human being’ s w ork— whether
scrupulous about unnecessary waste— were it be tbe nursing of babes or making of
an inspiration for her audience to cultivate law s— can be considered property equipped
the same virtues of frugality.
for life with a dancing school and young
“ Their carefulness,” said Miss Parloa, ladies’ “ finishing school” education. She
has no tincture of meanness about it; they too, needs all the knowledge that she can
are not at all sordid, and no one thinks of assimilate; she needs to know the woi’ld
being ashamed of the most rigid economy. and human nature, and to know them she
W ith provisions nearly twice as high as in necessarily must be freed from the many
this country, fuel unconscionably dear, and artificial restrictions that hampered her
incomes small, the careful utilization of mother and grandmother. The world has
everything is really a necessity.
A fter gradually come to an understanding of
getting a meal with just a handful ofChar- this, and as a result, woman is taking her
coal, if a bit as large as a walnut is left, place as a human being, quite as fast as is
water is sprinkled over it to extinguish the good for her. Here and there you find a
blaze, and the atom laid aside for next fossil who clings to the old superstition
timo. If long, slow cooking is needed, tw o that woman is a creature without a soul
pieces of ha.rd coal are used to supplement or individuality, created by a “ special
the charcoal. Nothing is bought in the providence,” for man’ s convenience and
w ay of provision that is not absolutely gratification, but a kind and all wise P rov
needed. If there are sty people in a family idence is removing these fossils to the
there will he six chops, six eggs or six rolls home beyond as rapidly as heaven can as
— never, by any chance, provision for a similate them. Dr. Buckley and Dr. Parksecond helping or an unexpected guest. It liurst and a few others are still with us,
would be considered the height of impolite but Time does wonders, and woman who
ness for any one to ‘drop in’ without an has waited all these centuries for a chance
invitation.
to try her wings, is not going to he discon
“ The butcher thinks nothing of being certed. nor annoyed by the carping of these
called upon for a chop, a sou’ s worth of good men whose ej-es can’ t stand the light
meat, a pair of chicken’ s feet or a bone. of the progressive century into which they
The grocer sells a sou’ s w orth of vegeta have strayed from an old time world by
bles, one egg, a half a lemon and an ounce mis take .—Wo mankind.

\

“ W hen a fellow says he loves his Sundayschool teacher— th a t’ s hypocrisy.”
W h ite skirts that have frayed at the
bottom may be renewed by cutting off a.
few inches of the hem, and setting in a.
ruffle of cotton, deep enough to make it
the required length. A narrow hem and
tw o or three tucks is sufficient finish for
the ruffle.
In buying prunes look out for lustre and
richness. In cooking them, allow a quart
and a half of w ater and a half pound of
sugar to every pound of prunes. W ash
thoroughly and soak an hour or tw o be
fore cooking in the same w ater in which
they are to be cooked. A dd sugar and
boil closely covered until swollen and
■tender. If they lack flavor add a little
lemon juice.
SCOTCH SHORTBREAD.

1 cup sugar, 1 cup butter, I egg and
flour enough to roll. R oll to the thickness
of half an inch, cut in pieces tw o inches
square, prick with a fork and bake in a
very hot oven till brown.
M iss E d n a M o s h e r .
lem on

PIE.

M ix one heaping tablespoonful of corn
starch with one cup of sugar. A dd one
scant cup of boiling w ater and boil 'five
minutes. A dd one teaspoonful of butter,
the juice of one large lemon and one egg
well beaten. Bake between tw o crusts.
M iss E l l a V . T o o t h a k e r .
CHICKEN CUTLETS.

The meat of cold fow ls chopped very
fine; one cupful of drawn butter or gravy;
four eggs; half a cupful of bread-crumbs;
pepper and salt; beaten egg and rolled
cracker. P ut the gravy into a sauce-pan,
and when hot stir in the meat, well sea
soned, and tlie bread-crumbs. A s they
heat, add the beaten eggs and mix all well
together, stirring constantly foi three
minutes then pour out upon a broad dish
to cool. When cold and stiff cut into o b 
long cakes, three inches long by tw o wide,
dip in egg, then in cracker, and fry in h ot
lard. Drain and pile upon a flat aish lo g cabin-wise and serve.—Marion Uarland.
STIRRED CREAM WALNUTS.

Take tw o cupfuls of sugar, tw o-thirds
of a cup of boiling w ater, and one-half
salt spoonful cream tartar. B oil until it
threads, cool slightly and beat until it
begins to thicken. S tir in chopped w al
nuts and drop on tins.
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T he Guide Bill.
A s is well known that wholly uncalled
for bill has become law .
It is on the
S tatu te B ook, and must be respected as
law , however much it cuts one to admit
it. In order to get the bill through, both
sportsmen and guides have been abused
and slandered.
The commissioners say
the guides opposed it because they want
to poach, in other words, kill deer. W e
adm it we are at a loss to see where the
new law will remedy that feature. There
was law enough before, if it had been en
forced; how the granting a certificate to a
person to guide will protect the large
game is a deep mystery. The commission
ers have not explained that. Really the
whole thing is a mystery. “ A n y person ”
who desires to register as a guide “ may
make application either in person or by
letter to the commissioners.”
The first
section says he must n ot engage in the
business “ before he has caused his name,
age and residence to be recorded in a book
kept for that purpose.” The act calls for
no examination, does not require that the
party asking to be registered shall have
ever even baited a hook, rowed a boat or
shot a woodchuck.
"Any person," and
there is no authority given, or implied,
that the commissioners can refuse to grant
the certificate. How are they to -know
from an application “ by letter” anything
about the party who wishes to be l’ecorded? Are they up in the art of reading
character by handwriting? They are to
grant a certificate that the applicant is
deemed suitable to act as a guide for "i n 
land fishing or forest hunting, or b oth .”
Suppose they deem it best to withhold
the certificate, deprive a m an’ from earn
ing his bread by his accustomed occupa
tion.
A well-known attorney of this
S tate, one who knows whereof he speaks,
says such a law is unconstitutional; no
state can pass a law that will prevent
one man from hiring another to labor for
him in any legitimate calling.
One of
Maine’ s m ost brilliant oitizens stated,
while the bill w as pending, that “ the
legislature would not pass such a foolish
a c t.” L ots of people thought tbe same.
The outcome of the m atter will be a test
case and the outcome of that will be a re
turn of the dollar to whoever has paid it
for a nonsensical certificate.
There are several points that are fatal
in the act which will be shown up at the
proper time.
It seems very strange that a law that
the commissioners have done so much to
pass, should have no friends in the vicinity
that it affects. In Franklin and Oxford
counties but tw o guides favor it. The re
ports from Moosehead and the A roostook
fail to show one in favor of it. This in
formation comes from guides, though the
commissioners claim to the contrary.

There has been quite a discussion going
on in Rangeley over a clause in tbe late
“■Public L aw s of M aine.” it being claimed
that under the following, any citizen of
the S tate may fish for and take land-locked
salmon and trout after tbe first day of
February.
Sec. 16. Section forty-eight of chapter
forty of the revised statutes, as amended
by chapter fifty-three of the public laws of
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven; is here
by amended so as to read as follow s:
‘ Section 48. N o person shall take, catch
or fish for, in any manner, any land-locked
salmon, trout, togue or white perch, in
any of the waters aforesaid, between the
first day of October and the first day of
the following M ay, nor in the S t. Croix
river and its tributaries, between the fif
teenth day of September and the first day
of the following M ay, under a penalty of
not less than ten nor more than thirty
dollars, and a further fine of one dollar for
each fish thus caught, taken or killed; pro
vided, however, that during February,
March, and April, citizens of the State
may fish for and take land-locked salmon,
trout, togue, and white perch and convey
the same to their own homes, but not
otherwise.’
The fish and game laws of this S tate are
“ fearfully and wonderfully made.” The
late legislature has not improved them.
H ow ever, R a n g e l e y L a k e s would n o t, on
the above authority, advise, “ any citizen
of the S ta te ” to take the chances of catch
ing any trout or salmon till about three
weeks from next Saturday, M ay 1, and
not then unless the ice is out enough so
that he is not fishing through the ice, un
less he does it outside the limits of Frank
lin and Oxford counties. A special law
covers these.
Rum causes much trouble. This has
been illustrated in this section at least
three times within the past year. A per
son who has the drink habit so fastened
on him that it cannot be controlled, de
serves the sym pathy of all. No one will
admit, till that stage has been reached,
that they cannot “ drink o rlea v e it alone’1
as they please, but those who do think so
will do well to try the latter part of the
statement for a few months. If the will
force is strong enough to keep clear for
six months, the mind will probably have
come to the fact that during that period,
they have had just as good a time as
though they had depended on liquors.
The vote recently taken by the Rangeley
Lakes Guide’ s Association in regard to
taking out a certificate need not prevent
sportsmen, visitors or tourists from com
ing to the Rangeleys as usual. It is a
m atter that will be settled between the
commissioners and guides and will not
affect the interests of those who come
here wishing for the services of parties in
any branch.

P h illip s L ocals.
»tMrs. N. P , Noble had a severe attack of
neuralgia last weeks.!
M iss Annie Timberlake, who has been in
B oston for several months, returned
Tuesday.
M iss Emma Timberlake came
w ith her.
M iss Sadie
Lewiston.

Brackett has returned

to

The Easter services next Sunday will
consist of a sermon by Rev. M r. D eM ott
in the morning before Pilgrim Com
mandery K . T. of Farmington.
Special
music by Dyer’ s orchestra, a solo by Mrp.
Stackpole and selections by the chorus.
Iu the evening the Easter concert, which
has been carefully prepared, will be given
by the Sabbath School, assisted by the
Y ouug Men’ s Club.
Rev. C. F . Burroughs, of W iscasset, a
former well beloved pastor of the Con
gregational church in this place, sends
kindest greetings, and would be glad to
occupy his old desk again should it be
possible for him to visit Phillips.
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It is with pleasure we can say that D . was killed; all fruit was destroyed. Snow
D . Graffam , Esq., is able to be about his fell 10 inches deep in Vermont. There was
buildings after a confinement of four a seven-inch snowfall in Maine, a threeweeks.
inch fall in the interior of New Y ork state,
and the same in M assachusetts.
There
Clarence W alker is at home.
M r. Richard Ellsworth is very ill with were only a few moderately warm days.
Everybody looked, longed and waited for
pneumonia.
warm weather, but warm weather did not
W ill Soule, of P ortland, receiving clerk
come. It was also dry; very little rain
for Twitchell Champiin & C o., is visiting
fell.
A ll summer long the wind blew
his parents.
steadily from the north in blasts laden
Hon. Chas. E. Oak, S tate land agent with snow and ice. Mothers knit socks of
and member of the inland fish and game double thickness for their children and
commission, was in town M onday on his made thick mittens. Planting and shiver
return from Rangeley.
ing were done together, and the farmers
Mr. Fred M orton, of A von , has been who worked out their taxes on the coun
selling some nice maple syrup around the try roads wore overcoats and mittens.
village this season. M r. M orton made 45 On June 17 there was a heavy fall of snow.
gallons the first day and reports an extra A Vermont farmer sent a flock of sheep to
good run.
pasture on June 16. The morning of the
M rs. Ermon Toothaker is visiting in 17th dawned with the thermometer below
the freezing point. A t about 9 o ’clock in
town.
the morning the owner of the sheep sta rt
B . Emery P ratt, Esq., is to move into
ed to look up his flock. Before leaving
Chas. Miner’s house, which he has rented
home he turned to his wife and said,
for a year.
jokingly:
Charles Miner and wife are to spend the
“ Better start the neighbors soon; it ’s
summer at the Mountain View.
the middle of June, and I may get lost in
W estern Toothaker and wife will go to the snow .”
the Birches for the summer.
A n hour after he left home a terrible
A . S . McKeen whose studio is being put snow storm came up. The snow fell thick
in first class shape by his father, intends and fast, and, as there was so much wind,
to keep photographic supplies for amateurs I the fleecy masses piled in great drifts
■which will include 4x5, 5x8, and 3%x3% dry ! along the windward side of the fences and
i outbuildings. Night came and the farmer
plates; cardboard mounts and so on.
! had not been heard of. His wife became
frightened and alarmed the neighborhood.
A SUMMERLESS YEAR.
A ll the neighbors joined the searching
W hat an Old New Y o r k e r ’ s D iary T e lls of party. On the third day they found him.
Snow a n d Ice in 1816*
He was lying in a hollow on a side hill,
with both feet frozen; he was half covered
The year 1816 was known throughout with snow, hut alive. M ost of the sheep
the United S tates and Europe as the cold were lost,
est ever experienced by any person then
A farmer near Tewksbm-y, V t ., owned a
living.
There are persons in northern large field of corn. He built fires around
New Y ork, says the Sun, who have been the field to keep off the frost.
Nearly
in the habit of keeping diaries for years, every night he and his men took turns in
and it is from an old diary, begun in 1810 keeping up the fires and watching that the
and kept unbroken until 1840, that the fol corn did not freeze. The farmer was re
lowing information regarding this year warded for his tireless labors by having
without a summer has been taken:
the only crop of corn in the region.
January was so mild that most persons
July came in with snow and ice. On the
allowed their fire* to go out and did not Fourth of July ice as thick as window
burn wood except for cooking.
There glass formed throughout New England,
were a few cool days, but they were very New Y ork, and in some parts of the state
few. M ost of the time the air was warm of Pennsylvania. Indian corn, which in
and springlike. Februai’y was not cold. some parts of the E ast had struggled
Some days were colder than any in Janu through M ay and June, gave up, froze,
ary, but the weather was about the same. and died.
March, from the 1st to the 6th, was in
T o the surprise of everybody, A ugust
clined to be windy. It came in like a proved the worst month of all. A lm ost
small lion and went out like a very inno» every green thing in this country and
Europe was blasted with frost. Snow fell
cent sheep.
April came in warm, but, as the days at Barnet, 30 miles from London, E ng., on
grew longer, the air became colder, and A ug. 30. Newspapers received from Eng]
by the first of M ay there was a tempera land stated that 1816 would be remember
ture like that of winter, with plenty of ed by the existing generation as the year
Very
snow and ice. In M ay the young buds in which there was no summer.
were frozen dead, ice formed half an inch little corn ripened in New England.
thick on ponds and rivers, corn was killed, There was great privation, and thousands
and the corn fields were planted again and of persons would have perished in this
again until it became too late to raise a country, had it not been for the abundance
crop. B y the last of M ay in this climate ol fish and wild game.
In direct contrast with 1816 appears the
the trees are usually in leaf and the birds
and flowers are plentiful. When the last year 1827-28, when there was no winter.
of M ay arrived in 1816 everything had C apt. Daniel Lyon, who died some years
been killed by the cold.
ago in Burlington, V t., used to relate his
June was the coldest month of roses experience in 1827-28. He was a walking
ever experienced in this latitude. Frost encyclopedia of local events. He said: “ I
and ice were as common as buttercups knew but one season when winter was al[Continued on 5th page.]
usually are.
A lm ost every green thing
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“ R angeley L akes”
A GOOD SWAP.
How a S p o rts m e n M anaged to g e t t h e F irs t
H s h o f t h e S eason Each one of the early fishermen who
come to the Rangeleys hope that they may
be the one to get the first fish of the sea
son, but as the mantle will cover the
shoulders of only one of the many, the
others look on with watered mouths and
are generally satisfied if luck comes their
w ay after the season is well along.
There is quite a story connected with
the capture of the first fish for the season
of 1896, which may be interesting and in
structive.
A M assach u setts sportsman, who makes
annual trips to this region, put in an ap
pearance as usual last year and after a
good night’ s rest, started out with his
guide the next morning for the purpose of
a little sport on the lake. The ice had just
left and up to this time not a sportsman
had been fortunate in landing a fish.
The sportsman and his guide were trol
ling. They had gone over their usual route
taken in previous years, w ithout success
and had about made up their minds to re
turn to the hotel when in the distance a
boat was discovered occupie dby tw o men.
A s both boats came nearer the sports
man could sCe the water splash occasion
ally at the stern of the b oat. He knew
what the cause was.
B y this time the boats were side by side
and as they passed by, rods were exchang
ed, the sportsman swapping his empty one
for the loaded one in the hands of a guide
that was just out for some fun. B oth
boats kept on.
A fter a good fight the
first fish of the season was landed and
tipped the scales at a little over five
pounds.
Of course the sportsman was highly
elated. The story did not get out until
recently of how the sportsman caught the
first fish of the season.
H ow enjoyable, after a fairly successful
forenoon’ s hunt, comes the hour for lunch,
when the hunters, somewhat leg weary but
happy, having bagged a half dozen birds
and admired and praised Pride for staunch
points and Dash for his tender retrieving
of the birds, return to their teams which
they left hitched in a beautiful little open
ing in the woods. The hunters have placed
their guns in the wagon, after removing
the cartridges to prevent accident. The
horses are fed and fall to quietly munch
ing their grain. Then the lunch pails are
taken to some select spot, where one can
rest while eatin g,— for there are a number
of covers to hunt in the afternoon.
It was noonday when N a t M eserveyand
Sam Tyler thus sat down to dinner. N a t
usually carried in his lunch pail enough for
four men, for fear some comrade might be
a little short. Sam alw ays took enough for
himself and a bite for the dog.
N a t had

th e

O fficia l Organ.

begun work on a cold roast fowl and a
slab of bread and butter, when, on looking
up, he saw Sam with his pail to his nose
taking strange sniffs and looking very de
jected. Handing it to N a t he says:
“ W h a t do you make her out, pardner?
It looks like blanc-mange to m e.”
N a t laid down his cold fowl, took the
pail, looked at it, smelt of it, tasted of it
— flung it about four rods. Then he said,
as well as he could for laughing:
“ Y ou made a mistake, this morning, old
pard. Y o u left your dinner and took the
lard!”
A nd this was the fact. S am ’s wife had
put up a very nice dinner for him, using an
empty lard pail, which, with the cover on,
she had set on the table. Shortly after
wards in comes the market man and leaves
a pail of lard on the other end of the same
table. N a t was w aiting in the wagon
at the door lustily shouting, “ all aboard!”
and in the hurry for the hunting grounds
Sam grabbed his gun and w as off. He ate
a hearty dinner from N a t’ s pail that day
and still there remained enough for anoth«
er square meal and a lunch for the dogs.—

James Wight In Courier Gazette.

AFTER BIG GAME.
W hile

F ish in g , Two A d ir o n d a ck
C am e Upon Him.

B ea rs

There is not a camping party in this sec*
tion of the Adirondacks that has not
half a dozen stories of the amusing ad
ventures of its members. Sometimes the
persons at whose expense these stories are
told try to keep them quiet, but this is
almost impossible. The stories are sure
to leak out sooner or later, and to be
passed along from camp to camp until
they become part of the stock in t rade of
every Adirondack guide., C_L~D [------ ) r ^ ~ !
□T h e 'piazza of the hotel a t; th e..foot of
Cranberry Lake is the exchange andclear*
ing house] of all these stories. Just at
present the guests at the hotel are laugh
ing over an adventure that befell a Judge
whose name is familiar to every Sun read
er, and his fellow camper, a New Y ork
law yer. The story w as related by a third
member of the party, which is camping
three miles up the Inlet, near the head of
the lake.
Although sworn to secrecy
by the Judge, the man in question thought
the story too good to keep.
“ Everybody knows the Judge as a vet
eran sportsm an,” said the betrayer of the
Judge’s confidence, “ but during the week
we have been in camp he has had no luck.
During the first four days tw o deer were
brought in, besides numerous fine strings
of trout, but only the scalp of a solitary
hedgehog hung in the Judge’ s wigwam,
and the other afternoon while we were all
sitting about the camp be felt called upon
to make an explanation.
“ ‘I tell you, b o y s,’ he began, ‘ the game
is fast leaving this section of the country;

O N L A K E is located

miles from Rangeley vil
lage, on the Kennebago road.
Good
I , carriage road for three miles and a good buckboard road for
tbe balance o f tbe distance. This is one o f the pleasantest
Sporting Resorts in Maine. There are numerous log and board
camps so that parties can have homes o f their own. This feature is
in great favor with families, as the increasing numbers each year
show. Connected with Loon Lake are the celebrated Logans, and
within easy distance are Greeley Ponds and Cow Pond. All these
are well stocked with trout and salmon and not a day passes in the
season that good strings cannot be taken.
Daily mail. Boats and guides furnished. Deer seen every day
about the shores of the ponds. For terms address,
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JR. S . Y O R K , P r o p r i e t o r .
everything points to it.
W h y , when I
was a boy, I remember my grandfather’ s
telling how he used to knock over panth
ers almost in front of his lean-to, and as
for deer, goodness gracious! they were
thicker than these infernal punkies. Those
were the days when this wilderness was a
wilderness. In the tortuous channels the
beaver plunged and made his home. A lo ft
the white pine towered proudly eminent
above a sea of verdure.
Old fir trees,
hoary and grim, leaned above the sti’eam,
while beneath, dead and submerged, some
fallen oak thrust from the current its
bare, bleached limbs, like the skeleton
arms of some mighty giant— ’
“ ‘I don’ t see, Judge,’ broke in the law 
yer whom we call the Joker, ‘what that
had to do w ith the plentifulness of' game.
W e can find the lofty pine, the fallen oak,
and— ’
“ ‘In the weedy cove,’ went on the
Judge, casting a look of reproof on the
interrupter, ‘stood the moose wading
shoreward w ith glistening sides, as the
steps of the unwelcome hunter drew near,
shaking his broad antlers, and writhing
his hideous nostrils, as w ith clumsy trot
he vanished in the forest.
Everywhere
the same dai’k sweep_of melancholy w oods,
the wandering bear, the wolf, the cunning
lynx, and treacherous red man. B ut to 
day, how changed! One must sit on ahot rock watching for a simple red deer
which seldom comes, or float for hours
w ith a jack upon his head until his neck
is ready to break and his arms and legs
have lost all feeling.’ The Judge relight
ed his pipe and sighed.
“ ‘Y e s ,’ commented the Joker, ‘ those
were the days when the panther and the
native Indian contended for the mastery,
when a stray shot brought down the sav
age chipmunk from his lofty perch, and
one had but to whistle to bring to the sur
face the three pound trout and the grin
ning bullhead. M y friends, our comrade
has pictured those old days well.
Let us
leave forever these wilds, turned by the
hands of a ruthless crowd of city sports
men into a city park.

“ W e laughed at this sally, while the
Judge knocked the ashes from his pipe and
took down his fishing pole from its place
in the shanty.
“ ‘W h o ’ll go fish iD g with me?’ he s a id .
‘ I know a g o o d s p r i n g hole a mile up
w h e r e t h e r e a r e some big ones.'
“ W e all were about to offer, but the
Joker go t ahead of u s.”
“ ‘I ’m your man, Judge; come on ,’ he
said.
“ Armed with their trout poles, the
Judge carrying his Winchester, the tw o
were soon seated in his smallest skiff— the
Joker at the oars, his fellow fisherman in
the stern. W e watched them as they crept
slow ly up the river, and the steady squeak
of the oarlocks broke the silence long after
they had disappeared around the bend.
“ Four hours afterwards, just as the sun
w as sinking below the distant mountains,
tw o forlorn, 'w ater soaked beings, their

boat a quarter full of w ater, their teeth
chattering w ith the cold, pulled silently
up to our landing and painfully climbed
the steep path that lead to the camp fire.
Their appearance w as greeted at first with
stares of astonishment, then with roars
of laughter.
“ ‘Laugh aw ay, b o y s,’ said the Joker in
a mournful voice, ‘ but we nearly lost our
lives; it was no joke.’
“ A s for the Judge he sat silent and de
jected on a stump and wrung the w ater
from his coat. Despite our many ques
tions, it was not until tlieir soaked gar
ments had been exchanged for dry ones
and each one w ith pipe in mouth was
seated in his accustomed place before the
fire, that the Judge, blowing intermittent
clouds of smoke into the air, gave us the
story of the afternoon’s adventure .” —New

York Sun.
Now His C om p a n ion in A ll.
Mommy used ter say ter Pop
“ W ish ter thunder som ethin’d stop
This lnfarnal fishin’ fit
That each spring you’re sure to g it.”
Thought it war a pesterin’ craze—
She goes with ’im nowadays.
Mommy used to say to Pop,
“Ding me, but I ’d like to mop
Them ar dogs an’ shootin’ gear
Oflen this ere hem isfere.”
Said it like she meant it strong—
Nowadays she goes along.
Mommy used to say to Pop
Land o ’ goodness! wish you’d stop
Politics, for I can see
It will sure your ruin b e .”
Said it right along for years—
Nowadays she ’lectioners.
Nowadays it’s just her whim
For to be a-apin’ him;
All the fads that Poppy strikes,
Clubs an’ lectur’ fiel’s an’ bikes,
All the games that Poppy plays.
Mommy does ’em nowadays.

Boston Courier.
A SUM M ERLESS Y E A R .
Continued from 4th page.
most like summer, the winter of 1827-28. I
was running the steam boat Gen. Green
between Burlington, V t .; and P ort 'Kent
and P lattsburg, N. Y ., and during the
year there w as not a bit of ice in the
whole lake from one end to the other. The
old Lake Cramplain Steam boat Company
hauled out the. steam boats Phoenix and
Congress, and hardly a bit of ice appeared
in Shelburne bay, near Burlington, during
the winter.
"T h e Phoenix had a new engine built in
Albany, and the whole outfit had to be
carried from that city to Shelburne har
bor by teams through the mud. A t M iddlebury, V t ., the mud w as more than a
foot deep. The Phoenix w as rebuilt and
ready to launch by Jan. 15. Jan. 18 was
the day fixed for the launching, and I took
over a large party from B urlington on the
Gen, Green. The sun w as shining with
the warmth of a July day. The wtrnien
who sat on deck raised their p arasols.”

RANGELEY LAKES
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NEEDED REST.
P r e s id e n t an d Mrs. M cK in le y Take
Short V a c a tio n for Recuperation.

a

[Special Correspondence of R a n g e l e y L a k e s ]
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., April 13.— It having
been decided that a little rest was abso
lutely necessary for President McKinley,
he and M rs. McKinley did not go over to
Baltimore to attend the marriage of
Postm aster General Cary’s daughter, but
instead went down the Potom ac in the
Dolphin. The Cabinet ladies and a num
ber of invited guests represented W ash 
ington society at the wedding. While
M rs. M cKinley is aw ay her bedroom,
which was M rs. Clevelands and which is
papered and decorated in her favorite
color—red, is to be repapered and re
decorated in M rs. M cKinley’ s favorite
color— blue.
W hite House officials have been keeping
tab on the number of people M r. McKinley
has personally met during the five weeks
he has been President, and the figures are
astounding. According to those figures
M r. McKinley has given personal audience
to no less than 18,000 persons, and has
shaken hands Avith 18,000 more at the
public receptions. Think of that, ye indi
viduals who are ambitious of becoming
President! Saw ing w ood ten hours a
day would be a light job in comparison.
Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, who has been
appointed A ssistan t Secretary of the
N avy, can count upon receiving a warm
welcome back to W ashington in club,
literary and social circles, even if some of
the politicians are inclined to gi\Te him the
marble heart. W ashingtonians like Mr.
Roosevelt, although they poke a little fun
at him
occasionally by
calling
him
•‘ Teddy.”
An
appointment which society,
the
politicians, and the branch of the legal
profession directly interested are unani
mous in commending is thatjf of Hon.
Benjamin Butterw orth, for the second
time chosen to be Commissioner of P a
tents. M r. Butterw orth is largely en
dowed
w ith
that sort
of personal
magnetism which makes everybody he
meets even in a casual w ay feel friendly
tow ards him, and M rs. Butterw orth and
their children are social favorites and
have been for a long time. They live in a
house of their own that is commodious
and comfortable w ithout making any pre
tense to show or style. M r. Butterw orth
has a long and brilliant record as a
statesman and as a lawyer. He knows
just Avhat is needed to stop some of the
abuses which have grown up in the
practice of disreputable patent attorneys,
and is courageous enough to apply the
remedy to the full extent of his authority.
It might be supposed from the notoriety
given Representative Bailey, of Texas,
because he declined an invitation to a
dinner given by
President
M cKinley
rather than wear a full dress suit, that he
was the only man of note who had ever
refused to wear a full dress suit, but he is
not. Hon. A . H. Garland, of Arkansas,
who served in the Senate and who was
A ttorney General in President Cleveland’s
first Cabinet, and who is now a distin
guished mgmber of the bar of the U . S.
Supreme Court never wore a full dress
suit, and there have heen others, scores of
them; but they went to Presidential din
ners just the same.
The Pulitzers, otoNew Y ork , are domi
ciled in the W ashington residence of Mrs.
John A . Logan, which they have leased
for the spring months, and there is more
or less curiosity to know whether they
intend following the example of the V an 
derbilts, or whether they will take part in
the gayeties of the short social saasoii
follow ing Easter. Although M r. Pulitzer
was for a short time a member of Congress,
neither he nor his family are widely known
in W ashington society.

rived. He came from the S tate of W ash 
ington, and was delayed for some cause or
other. Rumor says he was w aiting to get
his stock of clothing made up. Whether
that be true or not, he has the most gor
geous outfit in Congress, all made up in
strict accordance w ith the latest fashion
plates. His name is James Hamilton Lew
is, and he is strictly a self-made man, if his
clothes are tailor-made. He went from
Georgia, where he was born, to the S tate
of W ashington, and failing to get anything
better, he accepted a job as a stevador at
75 cents a day. He studied law at night,
aud within tw o years after his graduation
he was counsel in a case before the U . S.
Supreme Court, for which he received a
$10,000 fee. He says he enjoys wearing
good and fashionable clothes and that he
intends to keep on wearing the very best
that he can buy.
Mr. A . I. Barber’ s big stone mansion,
which w as reported to have been leased by
Vice President and M rs. H obart, is to
have an official occupant after all, as it
has been leased by Secretary and M rs.
Gage for four years.
Everybody Says So.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
derful medical discovery of the age, pleas
ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
and positively on kidneys, liver and bowels,
cleansing the entire system, dispel colds,
cure headache, fever, habitual constipation
and biliousness. Please buy and try a box
of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold and
guaranteed to cure by all druggists.

P h illip s L ocals.

Messrs. Stuart & Dole who are to run
logs this spring, have hung a boom in the
mill pond.
M aster Lew Noble was relieved Tuesday
by the breaking of an abscess in his ear,
from which he had suffered greatly.
F orty-four citizens vvent to Farmington
Tuesday night to visit Dr. Palmer in his
new rooms.
M iss Cherry Bangs is to teach the C al
den school.
Dan F . H o y t is working for W ilbur &
C o., at their wholesale store.
W ill Cummings has leased the house
lately occupied by Geo. Deunison and Will
work for J. W . Carleton in the harness
business.
It snowed hard Friday but it melted as
it fell.
N. P. Noble, Esq., went to Portland and
B oston last week with M r. Sedgeley to
introduce the latter to the wholesalers.
The next meeting of the K in g’ s Daugh
ters w ill be held with M rs. W ill Skofield,
Friday, April 23. Quotations will be from
Adelaide Proctor.
Rev. W . A . N o tta ge goes to Portland
this week to attend the M ethodist Con
ference. M rs. N o tta ge accompanies him.
Owing to his absence on Easter Sunday
no service will be held at the M ethodist
church.
Edgar
rides.

Buzzell

is

taking horse back

A rthur Graffam is to move into the
Shepard house, near the birch mill, and Is
to work in the mill. He will be missed on
the milk cart.
Hon. F . E. Timberlake has been in B o s
ton during the past week.
The days selected for the Show and Fair
of the N orth Franklin Agricultural S o 
ciety are Tuesday, W ednesday and Thurs
day, September 21, 22 and 23.
Nathaniel Toothaker takes the place of
W ill Skofield in W ilb u r & C o’s store in
Beal Block. This seems to be a sort of a
Business College. The tw o last clerks,
E dgar Toothaker
and
W ill Skofield
graduated there and start in business for
themselves.

Every new Congress has to have one noM r. A rth ur Merrill, who has worked for
toriou*ly stylish dresser am ong its new the Phillips Hardware Co. for several
members. F or a time it looked as though years, has finished work for that com
the rule would be broken, but he has ar pany.

M r. Ed. Gillis. who has acted as scaler
for Austin & Co. the past winter, has
finished his work and returned to his home
at Turner. M r. Gillis is a first class
scaler and has given general satisfaction.

DOG DRIVES A BARGAIN.
He Prefers One Kind of Bread and A l
ways Gets It.

I was going down a little side street in
the French quarter in New Orleans, says a
Dole & S tu a rt’ s bateau arrived on the correspondent of the Philadelphia Times,.
train last week, to be used in driving when I saw a dog— apparently a cross-bred setter that had come down in the
their lumber down the river.
world— trotting gayly along the banquetteIt is rumored that there is to be a hard
in front of me, carrying a partridge in his
ware business opened at the upper village mouth. Presently he came to a queer little
before long, in the store where G. A . bakeshop letting upon an old time court.
French intended to go in.
Stopping before the shop window, the dog
Saw ing birch will be finished at Larra- reared up on his hind legs and tapped
with his fore paws upon the closed pane,
bee’ s mill this week, but there is still be
whereupon the baker came and raised the
tween four and five hundred cords of soft
window.
wood to be sawed into case boards.
“ Bon jour, monsieur,” said the man
Large orders are being received at A u s quite cheerily, as if he were speaking to
tin’ s mill for spools. M r. A ustin reports an old acquaintance. A t the same time he
took a small round loaf of bread from the
the outlook for the coming year in the
shelf and put it down on the sill.
spool business as exceedingly good.
The dog, w agging his tail the while, de
M r. W illiam Bangs lost a good colt re posited his bird on the window ledge,
picked up the loaf and trotted back the
cently from being hooked by a cow.
way he came.
A set of boxing gloves owned by the
“ Y ou are wondering at my queer cus
boys around town causes considerable tomer?” asked the baker, seeing my aston
amusement and now and then a bloody ishment at the transaction. “ Well, all I
nose.
can tell yo u ,” he went on, “ is that the dog
Hon. H. O. Stanley, fish and game com has been trading with me so for nearly a
year now. Where he comes from and to
missioner, was in town Monday.
whom he belongs I know not. I think it
George French is sick with the grip.
is more than likely that he is a stray, m ak
Rev. Mr. N o tta ge attended the funeral ing his own living. I have fancied some
of M rs. Ruhama Berry, in M adrid, last times that he m ust rob the stalls in the
French market for the things he brings
week.
me. B ut I do not know and nobody com
Perley Cook, who has been working for plains. Sometimes he brings a bird, as
some months with Joel Carlton, has fin you see; sometimes a fish or a crab; now
ished and will enter the employ of the and then only a potato or a spring of pars
ley or thyme. Now and then, although
Beedy & Linscott Telephone Co.
very rarely, he comes without anything at
Hon. Joel W ilbur is again confined to all. Then I know, poor fellow, he has had
the house.
a hard day; so he gets his loaf just the
Luther Toothaker has had a, severe at same. Why not? Even a dog must live,
and often he overpays anyhow.
So it all,
tack of the grip.
comes right in the end.
“ It is queer, though,” the man con
Too Many Cares,
tinued, “ he always m ust havo the same
The sick world is growing heavy with sort of bread. No other w ill he take. See,
cures. To the rest cure, the faith cure, the I keep his loaf here always, and if I start
barefoot cure is now added the gayety cure. to get one from another shelf, he barks,
To be as gay as possible is claimed to be you don’t know how, and w ill not put
remedial, and even preventive. Gayety down whatever he has brought till I get
sanitariums are proposed, with roof gar the right bread. Oh, he is sharp, that
dens, where sick men and women may d og ,” added the little baker, and I think
defy disease with laughter and crush the that most people w ill agreo with him.
bacilli wlith badinage. A new philosopher
garrulously, if not gravely, declares that
Q U E S TIO N O F POSSESSION.
we have too many duties. We think too
much of others and not enough of our A Matter Between Two Throbbing Hearts
selves. We strive to make the world bet
Amicably Settled.
ter, white we ought to be making it jo l
“ W ill you be mine?”
lier. We think aud feel and do too much.
It was a young man who spoke, and the
The great balm is a wholesome fatuity— a
young woman, understanding, bent low
bubbling thoughtlessness.
her shapely head and, blushing, answered
This is a delightful theory, but there are
“ Y e s.”
some serious questions in the way of its
Oh, lo v e !. Oh, rapture!
glad acceptance. If it is true, the habitues
Fifteen minutes after the above emo
of the vaudeville should never get B right’s
tional conversation had taken place the
disease, and heart failure, and appendicitis,
storm abated to some extent, and she lift
and grip and pneumonia. B ut they do.
ed her joyful eyes to his as if in question.
I f it is true, what business have tho editors
Quick is the apprehension of love, and
cf comic weeklies to have melancholia and
he was all anxiety in a moment.
end men to he cut short in their career by
“ What is it, darling?” he asked, holding
paralysis?
W hy do gilded youths get
her to him as if fearful lest she escape.
asthmatic and go to the H ot Springs,
“ H aven’t I $50,000 in my own right?”
Where gayety never entered? It is just pos
sho murmured.
sible that the man who invented this cure
H is grasp tightened on her as if it were
is working a new amusement syndicate. twice as much.
It is even supposable that gayety kill.;
“ So I have heard, dear,” ho responded,
more people than gravity. A t all events,
trying to be utterly indifferent.
gayety isn ’t laid on like gas or mustard
“ A n d you haven’t 50,000 cents?”
plasters— it springs in the heart when a
“ Just about, darling.” A n d once more
man has done an honest day’s work, or
he tightened his hold on the future com 
helped an honest friend, or married the
forts of life.
girl ho loves and expects to work for.
For a long time she remained silent, as
A w ay with the fellow who would make a
if in deep thought.
drug of it and then sell it,— New York
“ D on’ c you think, Joh n ,” sho said at
Journal.
last, ‘ *that that question you asked me a
minute ago was just a bit out of plum b?”
Cards.
“ W hat question, dearest? I don’t under
A lady’s card should be thin, of fine stand,” he said greatly perplexed. “ Do
texture and neatly engraved with her you mean when I asked you to bo m ine?’ ’
name in the center, her residence in the
“ Yes, J ohn.”
lower right hand corner and her reception
“ What was wrong w ith it, darling? I
day, if she has one, in the lower left hand m eant it all, and m ore.”
corner.
“ Yes, John, I k n o w ,” she said, weighing
A married lady uses her husband’s her words carefully, “ but it occurs to me
Christian name on her cards and not her that as you aro not putting up the money,
own. Whon there are several married la- and I am , you m ight change it around a
fiies in the fam ily bearing the same namo,
little, and you be mine, instead of the way
the elder branch uses tho surname only, you had i t .”
as Mrs. W hite.— New Y ork World.
A ll tho worry and anxioty fled from his
face and soul on tho spot.
The Strong Point.
“ Havo itex actly as you please, darling,”
He— Really, I never loved anybody be he said, with a radiant smile. “ There
isn’t any more mine or yours in this fa m 
fore.
She— That isn’ t the point.
A re you ily anyhow. I t ’s all ours. See?”
A nd they will no doubt “ live happily
Bure you’ll never love anybody by and by?
ever after ” A t least we may all hope so.
— Harper’s Bazar.
— Washington S&ir.

RANGELEY LAKES.
MUSCULAR CRAMP.
H u ia s e Said to Be the Only Certain Rem 
edy For the Trouble.
Muscular cramp, muscular exhaustion,
or myalgia, as lt is variously called in
common and medical parlance, is often
confounded -with neuralgia and rheuma
tism. There are undoubtedly many in 
stances of muscular cramp in which one
or tho other of the last named conditions
is present. But in these cases the exhaus
tion depends upon the existing neuralgic
or rheumatic condition and disappears
under treatment of the original trouble.
Myalgia— the word is derived from the
Greek, and means muscular pain— arises
from exhaustion of the substance of the
muscle. This loss of vitality is in most
cases the result of subjecting the muscle to
excessive or long continued activity under
favorable conditions.
The am ount of vitality which a muscle
consumes when in action is, of course,
proportionate to the amount of work re
quired of it, and under normal conditions
the supply furnished by the blood is suffi
cient for the need. Under adverse condi
tions, however, there is no opportunity
offered for the complete recovery of the
muscle from its labors, and a strain is the
result. The muscle feels lame and sore,
and not infrequently one can almost im 
agine that in some way it has become tied
into knots.
Myalgia may attack any muscle, though
there are certain ones which, by reason of
their location, are endangered more than
others. Seamstresses are very liable to
have cramp in the muscles of the shoulder
on account of the steady application and
confinement necessitated by the nature of
their occupation.
A favorite seat for myalgia, as most of
us can testify from painful experience, is
in the calves of the legs. The pain is espe
cially severe on lying down at night, and
may be so. great as even to draw up the
limbs.
Massage offers the only certain relief
from myalgia. The rubbing should he
brisk to insure an abundant circulation of
blood to the distressed muscles, and for
this reason also it should be in the direc
tion of the vessels through which the
blood flows.
Liniments of various kinds may be
tried, or, what is better, the external appli
cation of alcohol may bo resorted to.
Cloths wrung out of hot water, with a
teaspoonful or so of laudanum sprinkled
on them, and placed directly over the ach
ing muscles, aro useful to ease the pain.
When the trouble is in the muscles of
the leg, hot footbaths may be employed to
restore the circulation in tho limbs and to
“ draw out” the pain. The observation of
general hygienic measures should not be
forgotten where there is a tendency to
muscular cramp.— Y o u th ’s Companion.

A GOOD SWALLOW.
Thirty-seven Objects Recovered From the
Stomach of a Melancholiac.
I t is satisfactory to have a story like
this on high medical authority: Dr.
Fricker, head physician of tho Evangelical
hospital, in Odessa, describes in The Ger
man Medical Weekly the case of a woman,
82 years of age, who comes of a healthy
fam ily, but about a year find a half ago
the loss of a child caused a temporary nerv
ous disorder. Three months ago, on the
death of a second child, this was renewed
and developed into decided melancholia.
The patient declared her resolution to
com m it suicide. Sho began by drinking
petroleum and a solution of carbolic acid,
but these did not kill her. Then she swal
lowed needles, small buttons and nails.
Theso falling, she turned her attention, in
an asylum to which she had heen taken,
to larger objects— hairpins, steel pins and
long nails. This being also done in vain,
she swallowed am ong other things a cro
chet needle, pieces of glass, two teaspoons,
a fork and a piece of iron.
On tho surgeon asking how she could
swallow those rather bulky objects, she
answered quite calm ly: “ Oh, it is quite
easy with the handle first. You w ill,” she
said, “ find a whole store of things in my
stom ach.”
In his operation Dr. Fricker
took out of his patient’s stomach a key
about 3 inches long, a silver teaspoon 6
inches long, a plated teaspoon 5% inches
long, a plated fork 8 inches long, two
nails, one 2% inches and the other 3%
incurs; two hairpins, 12 pieces of glass, an
iron hook about 4 inches in size, a steel
pin, nine needles, a piece of graphite, a
hoot button, a grape stone, two little Lulls

of tin foil and a crochet needle 4J4 inches
long. Altogether there were removed from
the stomach 37 objects. The operation was
successful, and tlie patient was dismissed,
cured.

THE

H tt-A u -a .

Its dainty blossom seems a thing so frail,
F it fo r snug shelter and the breeze of May,
Yet it is first to hr-il the lenghening day,
Fling wide Its perfumed chalice to the gale
And ory aloud to all the dozing flowers,
Wakerobin and bloodroot ln their mossy beds.
Anem one and violet—d r o w s y heads
Still dreaming, as they sleep, of summer show
ers:
“ Wake, wake I The dreamy w inter’ s past!
The snow is gone! Wake up, wake up!
Open to A p ril’s kiss each petaled cupl
Seel Sister flowers, spring is here at l a ^ l ”
—J. L. Heaton in “ The Quilting B e e . ”
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several styles of cigar lighters which de
pend for their supply of electricity upon
storage batteries. For some years past the
gas jets in theaters and public buildings
have been lighted by the electric spark.
Indeed most persons have seen the curious
experiment of lighting the gas with the
finger after a shuffle across the carpet to
generate the electricity needed.
The portable electric lighter is bound to
come. Meanwhile inventors, as shown by
the records of the patent office, exercise
much ingenuity in trying to improve on
the common everyday match. There are
matches of bone and matches of paste
board; also matches made of glass and
matches of paper, while one enterprising
genius proposes to manufacture matches
out of a mixture of oyster shells and clink
ers ground up. N ot least interesting is a
spherical match— a little ball of wood
pulp, covered with phosphorous composi
tion. In using it a holder is required, In
asmuch as there is no stick, the ignited
wood pulp burning slowly until wholly
consumed. Thus there is no residue of
stick and char to be disposed of, and
matches of this kind have the further ad
vantage that they are cheap and can be
packed in very small compass, like pills.—
Boston Transcript.

Definition.
Hungry H iggins— W ot is a pessimist
anyway?
Weary W atkins— You know Dism al Daw
son?
“ Y e p .”
“ A n the other day you heard 'im say
that he believed they would come a time
when ev'ybody would
have to work?
Well, he’s one of them fellers. ” — Indian
apolis Journal.
To Be Taken With, the I f.
Every dyspeptic should immediately send
for a refrigerator. A learned professor o l
Berlin has announced a new cure for dys
pepsia, which consists of locking the pa
tient up in a refrigerator and reducing the
temperature to 105 degrees centigrade. I f
the patient lives, he w ill recover.— H ard

ware.

W h a t Is Told of Some of His Experiences
Dangerous W aters.
W h ile Painting; Portraits.
The most dangerous waters in the world
The noted painting of Queen Victoria
for the passage of ships lie off the east
being crowned empress of India took three
coast of England, Cape Ushant, in France
years to paint, and the artist, Y a l C. Prinand Cape Finisterre in Spain.
sep, It. A ., had many curious experiences
while at work. He went to India in the
winter of 1876. The picture is 27 by 13
Corsican women are models of queenly
feet and contains 150 portraits. So it was
grace, and the reason is plain. They have
necessary to have sittings from many In 
a curious custom of carrying burdens,
The prison population of India, large as waterpots, etc., on their heads.
dian potentates. When Holkar was sit
ting, he grew tired and yawned, and all it is, is only 38 per 100,000 inhabitants, or
the court at once engaged in snapping fin less than half the proportion that prevails
gers to prevent the devil from leaping in Great Britain.
The Siamese have such a superstitious
down H olkar’s throat. Indian ways were
Don’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Yonr Life Away. dislike of odd numbers that they studious
new to the English artist, and ho at
If you want to quit tobacco using > - i!y ly strive to have in their houses an even
tempted to assist unpack his painting m a
aud forever, be made well, strong, uiam.mic. number of windows, doors, rooms, closets,
terials, but was told it was considered full of new life and vigor, take No-'i G ><;.
etc.
highly degrading to stoop to the shadow the wonder-worker, that makes w; v
of an attempt at manual labor. “ A fter strong. Many gain ten pounds in tor ays.
One reason why the world gains know l
w ard ,” he said, “ I grew so great a person Over 400,000cured. Buy No-To-Ba ;;f van( ■ edge so slowly is that every child m ust
age that if a spot of paint got on m y finger druggist, under guarantee to cm - .
find out for itself that fire is hot.— R a m ’s
tip I leaned languidly back while an at $1.00. Booklet and sample maileti iree. Au
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N e w York. Horn.
tendant wiped it o ff.”
On one occasion, when Holkar was sit
ting, he grew impatient and manifested it
in unmistakable fashion. Said Mr. P rin
sep earnestly, “ I f the great God took five
and twenty years to make you as beautiful
as you are (Holkar was over 50), how can
you expect me to paint you in as many
minutes?” The potentate becamo tractable
TV o r ~
at once.
One rajah who refused to give the req' uisito number of sittings also refused to
allow Mr. Prinsep to take away his jeweled
coat to paint. Finally tho artist told the
rajah’s son unless his father let him bor
row the coat he would be obliged to paint
the rajah attired in his cook’ s garment.
Prinsep got the coat.
Another rajah
would not eat in a room where a European
had been, and always washed himself after
shaking hands with a white man. It was
a trying year passed by the artist. He had
to compose doggerel poetry to amuse his
sitters; witnessed elephant and buffalo
fights, and was thrown from his pony over
a bridge into a stream. One rajah took
somo interest in the sittings and asked to
be painted fat. He was rather proud of
his bulk, and it was reputed that he was
able to eat a whole wild boar at one sitting.
On his return from India the queen com
IT GIVES all important news o f the Nation.
manded the sketches be brought her for
approval. A van was required for the
IT GIVES all important news o f the W orld.
forty odd sketches, which were arranged
in two drawing rooms, and the queen’s
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
visit lasted an hour, Mr. Prinsep explain
ing to her. The great picture was painted
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
in sections of nine feet each. The huge
oak frame cost $1,500.
IT GIVES facinating short stories.
In tho case of tho Prinsep picture, “ E m 
peror Theophilus Choosing a W ife,” all the
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department.
women in the picture were painted from
models am ong Prinsep’s own friends,
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
many of them women noted as society
beauties. One of them lie desired to wear
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
an angry look, but could not manage It
until he happened to mention her daugh
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
ter-in-law, whom she hated. Instantly a
flash of anger lit the eyes he wanted to
IT GIVES entertainment to old and young.
paint ju st so.— Chicago News.

The New York Weekly Tribune
E very member of
E very family on
E very farm, in
E v er y village, in
E v er y state or territory
F or Education,
F or noble manhood,
F or true womanhood.

IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to everybody.
Electric Matches.
The electric match is the next important
Invention promised. Before very long the
phosphorous tipped wooden splints now in
use w ill be replaced by a handy little tool
that may be carried in the pocket or hung
up conveniently for striking a light when
Cash in advance.
wanted. Twentieth century people doubt
less w ill speak of the “ hell sticks” of the
Address all orders to
present day as primitive and absurd, just
as we are disposed to look with scorn upon
Rangeley Lakes, R angeley, Me.
the flint and steel of our forefathers. A l 
ready there is on the market a gaslighter
W rite your name and address on a postM card, send it to Geo. J V . Best. Tribun* ^Offlce^New
which affords more than a suggestion of
York City, and a sample copy of the N E W Y O R K W E E K L t TR IB U N E will bs mat
37,6m
the electric match of tho future, a tw ist of
you.
the handle generating sufficient electricity
to accomplish the purpose; also there are

We furnish R a n g e le y L a k e s and N. Y. Weekly Tribune
O n e y e a r f o r $ 1 .2 5 ,
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DISOWNED THE CALF.

A SUCCESS.

A J o k e P la y ed Upon a n I n n o c e n t Cow,
B u t S h e P la y ed Her P a r t W ell.

S u c h Was t h e E ffe c t o f t h e “ C o n u n d ru m
S u p p e r by K in g ’ s D a u g h te rs .

Hon. N. U. Hinkley, of Farmington,
An ex-hotel proprietor has gone into
Capt. F . C. Barker, of Bemis, was in was in town Wednesday.
the cattle business. He makes a specialty
town Sunday.
of buying calves. That is, that is w hat a
H.
H. Field, of Phillips, was in town on
gentleman says, who is posted on the case
Sedgeley R oss says his horses have all insurance business the first of the week.
A bou t 40 river drivers came M onday in question.
g o t the horse ail.
Jerry Oakes has a very nice cow. She
night to go on the drive for the Berlin
Chas. Staples, Jr., of P ortland, was in
is not for sale, but the new cattle buyers,
Mills Co.
to w n over Sunday.
thinking that it could be arranged where
M any of the guides here will go on the
J. L. Collins and wife, of Greenvale,
by they could effect a sale, proceeded to
Dead River drive, which will last from 15
were in town M onday.
execute their plan the other night. The
to 25 days.
novecies in the business could not depend
The wood sawers are doing some quick
Ernest Haley stuck a rusty nail in his upon their own Judgment and obtained
work on the wood piles.
foot recently which is causing him quite the services of tw o young boys to procure
F.
E. Tibbetts went to The Birchesa lo t of trouble.
a calf at a distant fai’m house. The
M onday to work for Capt. Barker.
M rs. R . S . Y ork returned from New innocent cow was milked and during the
The white schoolhouse in the west part York last Thursday night, where she
night a calf was placed by her side.
of the town is undergoing repair.
spent the winter.
M r. Oakes was on to the racket, but
M iss Nellie Lamb has charge of M rs. E.
A special meeting of the K in g’ s Daugh said nothing. He went and procured a
P. M cCard’s shop during her absence.
ters was held at M rs. H. A . Furbish’ s lock, and after turning the calf out doors,
locked up the stable.
M r. and M rs. W . L . Butler returned W ednesday evening.
The animal is now aw aiting the owner
from their visit to W ilton , last Thursday
The next meeting of the K in g’s Daugh
ship,
but it is said that the would-be
night.
ters will be held with M rs. H arry Denni
drover had business down the line the
The sidewalk was cleared of snow by son M onday evening.
next morning, and the question is asked,
some of our citizens last Wednesday
The senior editor has been confined to
“ who was the biggest calf?”
Anyone
night.
the house for a week past from an attack
wanting to buy a veal calf should apply
The engine house is being finished on the of muscular rheumatism.
to Jerry Oakes.
outside.
Later improvements will be
Joseph L. W ilbur and family, who have
made on the inside.
been staying at Farm ington F alls the
Guide G ossip .
winter, returned home Tuesday
George Howard, of Readfield, brother past
Joe Lamb, the old veteran, has not yet
of Capt. C. W . Howard, arrived Thursday night.
returned from Colorado and California;
night and will work for his brother the
It is thought that a special train will he will be around soon though.
coming season.
go to Phillips Sunday for the purpose of
Joseph E. Lamb has been acting as
A pair of kid gloves were left at the hearing the E aster sermon before the station agent at Dead River S tation for a
store of E. I. Herrick several days ago, Commandery.
few days.
the owner may have them by calling at
W alter Twom bly is hard at it getting
M rs. M elvina Darling has returned from
this office and paying for this ad.
Bemis, where she has been at work. She his work along so he can show parties
T . L . Page, E sq., who is to open the
w as accompanied by her son, Gus, who is where to get that eight pound trout he
Mooselookmeguntic House very soon, has
told them of at New Y ork.
in very poor health.
been quite ill and confined to his bed. He
W ill Lamb don’ t say much about it, but
A
ll
those
that
have
books
from
the
was recovering at last accounts.
Rangeley Library are requested to return he has hopes to get one of those 15 pound
A dance w as held at Furbish H all last
them next Saturday as the library is to salmon that he and M r. Skinner, of B o s
Tuesday evening. There w as a good a t
ton, saw last spring. He is positive that
be turned over to the town on that date.
tendance, considering the bad travelling.
this year one about 15ibs. will be taken.
M iss Queenie Skofield w ill arrive Satur
Music was by the Rangeley Orchestra.
M artin Fuller, like “ P oor old Pompey
day the 17tli to take charge of M rs. H. H .
G.
M . Carlton is showing an egg that
S n ow ” is “ an artist wid de brush, by
D
ill’
s
millinery
the
present
season.
The
measures 6x8 inches. He says that the
perfeshon.” He has been laboring on the
hen that deposited this monster is in the opening w ill be W ednesday and Thursday new Rangeley Lake House.
A pril 21 and 22.
habit of laying big eggs quite often.

Despite the bad travelling and stormy
night quite a crowd gathered at Furbish
Hall last Saturday evening to enjoy the
“ Conundrum Supper” given by the K in g’ s
Daughters.
Quite a number had some
trouble to obtain just what they wanted
the first time ordering, and one party
when he thought he was going .to get a
plate of beans, was more or less taken
back when the w aiter brought along a
toothpick.
B ut everything passed off
quietly and everybody enjoyed the layout.
A t 8 o ’clock the entertainment began
and was as follows:

Local Paragraphs.
Robin storms have been plenty.

M rs. R . S. Y ork went to Loon
Tuesday.

Lake

Eugene E. Allen, of Livermore Falls,
was in town Tuesday.

Robins have put in their appearance.

“ The first time I was here,” says Mr.
Stanley, “ there was but three houses. W e
were lucky enough to find a boat and went
down to the outlet of the lake and go t Mr.
M r. and M rs. James Brackett have Bow ley to take us across the carry. W e
moved back to their farm in this place. camped on the shores of the B ig Lake and
L ast Tuesday night was the regular They have been at work for Toothaker during the tw o week we were thero we
meeting night of the Board of Trade but & Kim ball for the past winter.
never saw a person. M oose tracks were
it was also an open night in the stores
Ruel W ilcox has finished his winter’ s plenty on the beaches.
There were no
and no one opened the hall. It is hoped work and moved his family back to his deer, we had a fine time, but things have
a meeting wiil be called at once for there farm.
changed since then.”
is work to be done.
The sick ones were a ll'o n the gain at
, Through an oversight the mention of the last accounts.
GUIDES MEET.
special town meeting held M onday, April
4, was omitted in last week’ s issue, lt w a s
A von.
Commissioners Present ancl Talk Over
voted to raise $700 for the purpose of
B . G . Dickey, wife and daughter visited
Situation in General.
building a new schoolhouse in the W ilber M rs. Susan W hitney Sunday.
District. The m atter was left in the hands
E va Vining visited her friend Effie Hill
L ast Saturday night tw o of the com
of the school committee.
grove several days last week.
missioners of inland fisheries and gam 3,
M iss Clara M . Libbey, of Guilford,
O. M . Goding was in Farmington last Stanley and Oak, put in an appearance
w ill again have charge of M rs. Emma week and swapped his horse that he
which caused considerable comment among
M cCard’ s millinery department the com
bought this winter.
the guides, it being the night of their
ing season. M rs. Belle Grose will also
M rs. W arren W hitney is stopping in meeting. The commissioners were invited
he -employed there.
They accompanied
E ast W ilton while her husband is aw ay to to appear at the meeting and the situation
M rs. M cCard to B oston .
w as talked over in a general w ay.
the Hospital.
A t the K in g’ s Daughters meeting at the
Alice Harnden has been visiting her
home of M iss Elsie Collins last M onday sister, M rs. Maurice Toothaker, the past
Robert McMullen was in town a few
evening, it w as voted to give a Cobweb week.
days this week.
P arty and sociable at Furbish H all next
The commissioners visited the hatchery
M iss Anna Vining visited her cousin, N.
Saturday evening, A pril 17. Music will
while here and pronounced the fish a fine
V . W orth ley recently.
be furnished by the Rangeley Orchestra.
Andrew N orton, of Strong, is canvass lot. The boat shop of C. W . B a rrett’ s
Every one should attend.
ing the town selling coffee pots. They was examined and it w as remarked that
the Rangpley modeled boats were the best
The petitioners for a K nights of Pythias seem to be a very nice article.
for all-round use that were made.
lodge here met at P roctor’ s hall last
Jere, Hiram, N a t, John and Charles
Thursday evening and transacted the
Kennedy were in Farmington, last week
BORN.
necessary business prior to the institution
to attend the funeral of their sister M rs.
Phillips, April 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles S.
of the lodge. The institution of the lodge
Phebe Grover.
Skofield, a son.
will take place on Tuesday evening, M ay
O. M . Goding bought a yoke of cattle of
Phillips, April 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Abel Bunnell
4, at Furbish Hall. It is expected that
a daughter.
many visiting Knights will be present Henry Crosby last week.
M rs. Emma McCard left for B oston last
Tuesday where she will procure the latest
styles in millinery. She was accompanied
by M iss Evelyn Hewey. W atch for M rs.
M cCard’ s announcement later.

Dallas.

Chas. Adam s went to Dead River M on
day.

from down the line and a good time is R . L . H illgrove visited in W eld last week,
anticipated. Let the petitioners govern
G . W . Dickey w as in town a few days
themselves accordingly.
last week.

D IE D .
'Madrid, Ayril5. Mrs. Ruhama Berry, aged "7
years,

Music,
Orchestra
Recitation,
Ara Ross
Duet,
Harry Huntoon and Hazel Rowe
Music,
Orchestra
Duet.
Misses Maggie and Florence Hinkley
Recitation,
Harold McCard
Duet, Misses Florence Hinkley and Cora Hoar
Pantomine.
Days of the W eek
Music,
Orchestra
rvmir Rehearsal,
Rehe-irsai
Choir

1( Eben
leader; Org’st
Mrs HRow
A eFurt)ish,

W ood Sawing Contest,

( Mrs. Lucy Herrick
Florence Hinkley
I Lubelle Lamb

Music,
Orchestra
M iss Hinkley finished sawing her stick
first and won the prize.
This ended the entertainment, after
which a sociable was held. Everybody
took hold and had a good time.
The
financial part of the programme was satis
factory.

Quimby D is tr ic t.
M r. W eston Parker
District last week.

was

in Quimby

M r. and M rs. Frank Nile and M r. and
M rs. Isaac Nile visited David H aley’ s last
week.
Capt. Mardin is iu Quimby D istrict.
He is a firstclass workman on clocks and
watches and he does his work very cheap.
He has had all the work he could dd
since coming to Rangeley. A l! those who
have any" w ork in this line will do well
to employ him.
Charlie George was in Quimby District
recently.
M r. and M rs. Harry Quimby have
moved from Quimby District to take rent
in George Thrasher’ s house.
A B u sy S e a so n .
R ol Y ork went to his camps this week
to make preparations for the spring com*
pany. He says he had more letters this
year so far than ever before in the same
time. He predicts a busy season.
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe. 10c.
Everybody Says So.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
derful medical discovery of the age, pleas
ant aud refreshing to the taste, act gently
and positively on kidneys, liver and bowels,
cleansing the entire system, dispel colds,
cure headache, fever, habitual constipation
and biliousness. Please buy and try a box
of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Bold and
guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
M a in e’s Own Is A lw ays t h e B est.
Every S tate has its own K eeley Institute.
Maine’s K eeley Institute is ln Deering. Every
train on the Maine Central and the Portland &
Rochetner Railroad stop at this station (W e s t
brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
and cheapest and has a K eelay graduate for
its physician, who understands every pang and
want of the patient. This is the only K eeley
Institute in N ew England authorized by Dr,
Leslie E. K eeley. or the K eeley Co. to do busi
ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
permanent cures from your own Institute.

Wanted.
A Pair of Bear Cubs.
Also all kinds of Wild
Animals.
Address,
•GREENWOOD

GARDEN,

Peaks Island, M e.

